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Abstract
Purpose A guided review process to support manual cor-
onary plaque detection in computed tomography coronary
angiography (CTCA) data sets is proposed. The method
learns the spatial plaque distribution patterns by using the
frequent itemset mining algorithm and uses this knowledge
to predict potentially missed plaques during detection.
Materials and methods Plaque distribution patterns from
252 manually labeled patients who underwent CTCA were
included. For various cross-validations a labeling with miss-
ing plaques was created from the initial manual ground truth
labeling. Frequent itemset mining was used to learn the spa-
tial plaque distribution patterns in form of association rules
from a training set. These rules were then applied on a testing
set to search for segments in the coronary tree showing evi-
dence of containing unlabeled plaques. The segments with
potentially missed plaques were finally reviewed for the exis-
tence of plaques. The proposed guided review was compared
to a weighted random approach that considered only the prob-
ability of occurrence for a plaque in a specific segment and
not its spatial correlation to other plaques.
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Results Guided review by frequent itemset mining
performed significantly better (p < 0.001) than the refer-
ence weighted random approach in predicting coronary seg-
ments with initially missed plaques. Up to 47% of the initially
removed plaques were refound by only reviewing 4.4% of all
possible segments.
Conclusions The spatial distribution patterns of atheroscle-
rosis in coronary arteries can be used to predict potentially
missed plaques by a guided review with frequent itemset min-
ing. It shows potential to reduce the intra- and inter-observer
variability.
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Introduction

In the western world, coronary heart diseases (CHD) account
for approximately 40% of deaths in both the male and female
population [1]. Coronary plaques may rupture and lead to
acute coronary syndromes [2]. Thus, a correct localization
and characterization is necessary. Computed tomography
coronary angiography (CTCA) is today a widely used modal-
ity for the non-invasive assessment of coronary arteries. Its
diagnostic performance for the detection of stenoses in
comparison with catheter angiography has been amply doc-
umented [3–5]. Being a cross-sectional imaging modality,
CTCA also allows the detection and characterization of
plaques [6–10]. Although automatic approaches have been
proposed [11] for plaque detection in CTCA images, plaques
are still mainly manually detected which results in both an
intra- and inter-observer variability. Therefore, a second read-
ing to reduce this variability would be needed. Due to time
constraints, this second reading is normally omitted. So it
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would be preferable to make the first reading more robust by
using computer aided tools.

Frequent itemset mining is an algorithm to derive relations
among observed items. Originally, it was used for market
basket analyses [12]. In such analyses, patterns of products
frequently bought together are searched. Nowadays, frequent
itemset mining is applied in many domains to search for pat-
terns among items, like in computer vision [13] or in medical
applications. Chen and Chen [14] identified potential corre-
lations among the states of proteins using frequent itemset
mining. Huang et al. [15] used frequent itemset mining for
a systematic discovery of functional modules and context-
specific functional annotation of the human genome. Wright
and Sittig [16] used frequent itemset mining to create an
ambulatory computerized physician order entry system.

So far, only correlations between risk factors and coronary
artery diseases or between risk factors and the pure exis-
tence of plaques were researched. Couturier et al. [17] relied
on frequent itemset mining on the STULONG database to
identify different patient groups on the basis of risk factors.
Hausleiter et al. [7] researched the relation between non-
calcified plaques and coronary artery diseases (CAD). The
localization of thin cap fibroatheromas [18,19], ruptured
plaques [18,20], stenoses [21], and occlusions [22] within the
coronary artery tree have been reported. Shimada et al. [23]
assessed the circumferential distribution pattern of plaques at
bifurcations. Differences in calcification patterns in patients
with acute coronary syndromes versus those with stable
angina pectoris have been shown [24–27]. Ehara et al. [25]
further reported typical patterns for patients with acute
myocardial infarction, acute coronary syndromes, and stable
angina pectoris.

In the aforementioned studies, all plaques have been
regarded independently. A possible correlation among the
localization of plaques within the coronary artery tree was not
regarded. This study proposes a guided review by frequent
itemset mining that uses these spatial distribution patterns
to predict segments containing potentially missed plaques
and thus support the manual plaque detection of a radiolo-
gist.

Materials and methods

Patients

Coronary plaque distribution patterns of 252 consecutive
patients (86 females, 166 males, mean age 64.5 ± 11.6,
age range 28–88 years) who underwent CTCA for clinical
indications are included. The retrospective study design was
approved by the local ethic committee which waived the writ-
ten informed consent requirement.

CT data acquisition and analysis

All patients were scanned on a dual-source CT scanner
(Somatom Definition, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forch-
heim, Germany) following a standard CTCA protocol previ-
ously described in detail [4]. A graphical user interface has
been developed with MeVisLab software (MeVis Research,
Bremen, Germany) for the manual labeling of the coronary
plaques.

An experienced radiologist (with 7 years of experience
in cardiovascular imaging) determined type, position, and
the degree of stenosis for each plaque. Three different types
of plaques are differentiated: hard plaques indicating purely
calcified plaques, mixed plaques indicating a mixture of cal-
cified and non-calcified plaques, and soft plaques indicating
purely non-calcified plaques. The position of the plaque is
defined according to the scheme proposed by the American
Heart Association [28] (Fig. 1).

In addition to the 16 coronary segments, the 9 bifurcations
of the model are also included as these are preferred loca-
tions for the development of plaques. If a plaque is extended
over more than one segment, it is labeled according to its
most proximal position. For the degree of stenosis, two val-
ues are distinguished, namely obstructive for a stenosis with
a degree greater than 50% and non-obstructive otherwise.
Figure 2 exemplarily depicts an axial CTCA slice showing
two plaques with their corresponding manual labeling.

Frequent itemset mining

Frequent itemset mining [12] is used to determine rules that
describe spatial correlations between plaques. The method
was introduced by Agrawal et al. [12] and was driven by
market basket analysis. In such an analysis, the items in
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Fig. 1 Each detected plaque was assigned to one of 25 positions. In
addition to the 16 segments from the coronary artery tree model pro-
posed by the American Heart Association, the 9 bifurcations in this
model were also included as possible positions
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Fig. 2 Axial slice from a CTCA data set of the human heart. For ground
truth, coronary plaques (indicated by red circles) were manually labeled
by an experienced radiologist according to their type, degree of stenosis
and segment position within the coronary artery tree. This information
was then used to learn spatial plaque distribution patterns

customers’ baskets are analyzed to find sets of products that
are frequently bought together. After the observation of a
number of baskets, so-called association rules can be derived
to express the probability that—given a set of items (item-
set) in a basket—a certain other item is also present. These
association rules represent statistical correlations which can
be used to research the dependencies among items and to
predict the content of new baskets if only some items are
given.

In this study, a patient corresponds to a basket. Multiple
items are assigned to each plaque to describe its position in
different hierarchical levels.
Itemset. The whole set of items created per patient is referred
to as an observation. The patient’s gender is considered by
assigning either the item gender_male or gender_ female to
an observation. For the plaque position, a multi-scale
approach in form of an itemset tree was developed to assign
several items per plaque position. This allows the statistical
analysis within and between different levels, i.e. it is possi-
ble to extract correlations between various segments but also
between segments and certain areas (left, right, proximal,
distal, …) of the coronary tree.

The proposed itemset tree (Figs. 3 and 4) consists of six
hierarchical levels:

1. It is distinguished whether a plaque is in the left or right
coronary artery tree.

2. The position is further specified as right coronary artery
(RCA), left main artery (LM), left anterior descending
artery (LAD), left circumflex artery (CX), or segment 16
(EXTRA) which was not present in each patient’s anat-
omy.

3. The relative position within one of the main coronary
arteries is determined. A plaque is either proximal, mid,
or distal.

4. The actual position seg_x in one of the segments of the
coronary artery tree is regarded.

5. The plaque type is distinguished, namely hard, mixed, or
soft.

6. The plaque is either obstructive or non-obstructive.

Some items like the relative positions proximal, mid, or
distal are not unique as they appear in different branches
of the itemset tree. Therefore, those items—indicated by
an elliptical shape in Figs. 3 and 4—are combined with all
unique items found while going up the itemset tree from the
corresponding item to the root of the tree. Hence, the non
unique item proximal in the right coronary artery tree, for
example, is specified by the unique items RCA_proximal and
right_proximal. The items for an observation are created by
computing the union set of the items created for the various
labeled plaques of a patient. The items for a labeled plaque
are obtained by starting from the leaf in the itemset tree that
describes the plaque and taking all items found while going
from the leaf to the root. A soft plaque in segment 1 of a male
patient will, therefore, get the following labels: gender_male,
right, rca, rca_proximal, right_proximal, seg_1, seg_1_soft,
rca_soft, right_soft. For each patient, an observation is com-
puted by the previously described method.
Association rules. An association rule has the form “con-
ditions → conclusion (support, confidence)” and expresses
a relation of one or more items—the conditions—and one
item as the conclusion. The quality of an association rule is
expressed by its support and confidence measure. The sup-
port [29] of an association rule is the percentage of cases in
which it applies in the training set. The confidence [12] of
an association rule is the percentage of cases in which the
rule is correct relative to the number of cases in which it is
applicable, i.e. the conditions are met. An example associa-
tion rule might be “seg_2, seg_3 → seg_1 (40%, 95%)”. So
with the knowledge that plaques are present in “seg_2” and
“seg_3”—which was true in 40% of all observations in the
training data set—there is a probability of 95% that also a
plaque in “seg_1” is present.

The software program apriori, a frequent itemset mining
tool presented in [29], is used to determine association rules
based on the given observations. The minimum confidence
minconf and minimum support minsupp value for an associ-
ation rule can be selected as parameters. Rules that have a
confidence or support value below the selected minimum are
discarded. The computed association rules are then filtered to
only keep non trivial rules. An example of a discarded trivial
rule would be “LAD → left” as it is obvious that the LAD is
per definition in the left coronary artery tree.
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Fig. 3 Each plaque is
described by a set of items. The
items are derived from a
developed itemset tree. The
multi-scale approach in form of
a tree allowed the statistical
analysis of the plaque
distribution within and between
different levels. The itemset tree
consists of six levels whereof
level one (left/right), level two
(RCA/LM/LAD/CX/EXTRA),
level three
(proximal/mid/distal), and level
four (segment within the
coronary artery tree) are
illustrated in this figure
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Guided review

As an application that benefits from the acquired knowledge
of the spatial plaque distribution patterns we introduce a
guided review process. This guided review supports the radi-
ologist by proposing additional segments to review, as they
might contain initially missed plaques. For this, the current
state of labeled plaques is taken and the association rules are
searched for potentially not labeled plaques.

Guided review by frequent itemset mining is validated by
simulating various settings of initially missed plaques. The
quality of the segments proposed by frequent itemset mining
is compared to a weighted random approach for the selec-
tion of segments. Further, a parameter study discusses the
selected parameter setting for the validation by showing the
impact of the two parameters for frequent itemset mining,
namely minsupp and minconf .

Segment selection by frequent itemset mining

The plaque distribution of each patient is regarded separately:
Given the observed items of each patient as possible val-
ues for the conditions items, it is tested if there are associ-
ation rules indicating the presence of additional plaques in
segments not labeled yet. All segments where association
rules match the form “any combination of observed items
−>seg_x” are then stored in a list Lreview of segments to be
reviewed.

Segment selection by weighted random approach.

A weighted random approach to select segments of poten-
tially missed plaques is chosen as a benchmark as it repre-
sents the most intuitive way to select segments for review:
those segments where in general many plaques occur have
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Fig. 4 The itemset tree consists of six levels whereof level five
(hard/mixed/soft) and level six (obstructive/non-obstructive) are illus-
trated in this figure

a higher probability of containing missed plaques. So, given
the plaques of the current labeling for all patients, the prob-
ability

pi = # of plaques in segment i

total # of plaques

is computed that a plaque occurs in segment i . Then nreview

segments having no labeled plaques are chosen by a random
number generator weighted with the probability pi for each
segment.

Validation and parameter study

For each measurement, the study population of 252 patients
is randomly divided into a training set (70%, or 176 patients)
and a testing set (30%, or 76 patients). The association rules
are computed based on the observations from the training
set. In order to get an incomplete labeling, psegments percent
of the plaques in the testing set are randomly removed. This
parameter is introduced to simulate radiologists who initially
missed a different number of plaques. The incomplete label-
ing of the testing set is then taken to compute the list L review

containing nreview segments with potentially missed plaques.
All segments in L review are evaluated if plaques were ini-
tially present in the ground truth labeling. The number nfound

finally represents the number of segments where initially
removed plaques are refound through the guided review.
For comparison, the same number of segments proposed by
frequent itemset mining is also chosen using the weighted
random approach and evaluated for the presence of initially
missed plaques. Simulations are done with varying values

for psegments, minconf and minsupp. Each measurement was
repeated 100 times to get statistically more reliable results.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses are performed by using the statistical
software package R (Version 2.7.1 for Windows, http://www.
r-project.org). For each parameter setting a paired Student’s
t-test was used to compare the detection ratio between the
results of guided review by frequent itemset mining and
guided review by the weighted random approach.

Results

From the 252 patients of the study population, 200 patients
showed to have at least one plaque in their coronary arteries.
In total, 1229 plaques (990 hard, 227 mixed, 12 soft) were
manually labeled.

Guided review

Guided review by frequent itemset mining clearly outper-
formed (p < 0.001) the weighted random selection approach
in terms of the detection ratio r = nfound/nsegment which is
defined as the quotient between the number nfound of found
plaques and the number nsegment of removed plaques. With
the guidance of frequent itemset mining up to 47% of the
initially removed plaques could be refound.

As it is generally not known how many plaques have been
missed, psegments was varied between 5 and 95% in steps
of 5%. Figure 5 shows boxplots of the detection ratio r for
both the guided review by frequent itemset mining and the
weighted random approach. The number of reviewed seg-
ments in dependence of psegments is shown in Fig. 6. On aver-
age 84 segments—or 1.1 segments per patient—had to be
reviewed if less then 50% of the initial labeled plaques were
removed. For larger values of psegments, the performance of
guided review by frequent itemset mining dropped which was
predicable as in these cases, the available labeling is really
sparse. So only a few association rules are valid from which
segments to be reviewed could be determined.

The impact of the frequent itemset mining parameters
minsupp and minconf on the outcome of the guided review
was evaluated by varying the corresponding parameter while
keeping the remaining parameters fixed.

The confidence expresses a probability that an associa-
tion rule is valid when its conditions are met. It can thus be
expected that while using association rules with low con-
fidence values, more segments have to be reviewed until a
missed plaque is detected. To evaluate the impact of the con-
fidence value, minconf was varied between 60 and 95% in
steps of 5% whereas the remaining parameters were kept
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Fig. 5 Performance
comparison between guided
review by frequent itemset
mining and guided review by
random selection for different
values of psegments. Frequent
itemset mining clearly
outperformed the random
selection. Up to 47% of the
missed plaques could be
detected if less than 20% of the
initially labeled plaques were
removed
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Fig. 6 Number of segments nreview proposed by frequent itemset min-
ing for guided review. Above a certain percentage psegments of initially
removed plaques, the labeling was too sparse such that only a small
number of segments to be reviewed were proposed

constant, i.e. psegments = 15% and minsupp = 15%. Figure 7
shows the detection ratio r in dependence of the selected
confidence level.

In general, a lower bound for the confidence value led to
a higher percentage of detected plaques as with a small con-
fidence value more rules and, therefore, more segments for
review are created. A drawback of this higher detection ratio
is, however, the higher number of segments to be reviewed
(Fig. 8a).

Figure 8b finally confirms the initial expectation that with
higher confidence values less segments had to be reviewed
to detect an initially missed plaque.
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Fig. 7 Impact of the minimum confidence parameter minconf on the
detection ratio r . Less plaques were detected with higher values for
minconf

The support of a rule is a measure of its generality. A small
value indicates that the rule was created from observations in
only a small number of cases and, therefore, might depend
more on the selection of the study population than a rule with
a high support value. To evaluate the impact of the support
value, minsupp was varied between 5 and 25% in steps of
5%, whereas the remaining parameters where kept constant,
i.e. psegments = 15% and minconf = 80%. Figure 9 shows
the detection ratio r in dependence of the selected minimum
support value. A lower bound for the support value led to
a higher percentage of detected plaques but also required
a higher number of segments to be reviewed (Fig. 10a).
Figure 10b finally shows the average number of detected
initially missed plaques per reviewed segment.
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Considering the investigation above, the joint distribution
of minsupp and minconf does not contain one distinct opti-
mum. Hence, for the guided review the parameters minsupp =
15.0 and minconf = 80.0 were chosen as a good trade-off
between the detection ratio and the number of segments to
review. For this parameter setting, over 70,000 associations
rules describing correlations between the spatial distributions
of the 1,229 labeled plaques were obtained. Table 1 exempl-
arily shows association rules with different conditions indi-
cating the presence of a plaque in segment 1.
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Table 1 Example of association rules indicating the presence of a
plaque in segment 1 of the coronary artery tree

Condition(s) Conclusion [support (%),
confidence (%)]

Segment 2, segment 7 → Segment 1 (17.1, 93.0)

Segment 7, segment 11 → Segment 1 (17.9, 80.0)

Segment 13 → Segment 1 (17.5, 81.8)

Segment 3, segment 5 → Segment 1 (15.9, 95.0)

Segment 3, segment 7 → Segment 1 (16.3, 90.2)

Segment 3, segment 6 → Segment 1 (21.8, 85.5)

Segment 2, segment 5 → Segment 1 (17.9, 91.1)

LAD, segment 13 → Segment 1 (17.5, 81.8)

CX distal → Segment 1 (19.4, 81.6)

Discussion

This paper proposes a guided review of coronary segments
for improved manual detection of plaques based on observed
spatial distribution patterns of coronary plaques.

The method—based on frequent itemset mining—can be
used to support the manual plaque detection process by list-
ing coronary segments of potentially missed plaques. This
can be realized either as an online- or an offline-tool. In the
first case, the current labeling of a reader would be auto-
matically analyzed and segments of potential plaque loca-
tions would be highlighted while the reader is still detecting
plaques. In the latter case, the guided review would be man-
ually triggered after the labeling and a list of segments with
potentially missed plaques would then be highlighted to the
reader. Through this targeted review of specific segments
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the observer variability can be decreased such that a time-
consuming manual second reading—lasting on average 4 min
for an experienced reader—might be avoided.

The proposed method is a tool to assist the manual detec-
tion of coronary plaques by guiding the reader to specific
segments of potentially missed plaques. Guided review is
thereby independent of the underlying applied imaging
modality because it only uses knowledge about the segments
where plaques have been detected. The plaque detection itself
as well as a subsequent classification and quantification of
plaques is up to the reader who might get support for this task
by additional existing tools and measures for the assessment
of plaques [30–33].This study investigated the correlation of
the spatial plaque distribution with frequent itemset mining
expressed in association rules. Those association rules were
used for a guided review by indicating segments with possi-
bly missed plaques. The validation showed that up to 47% of
the removed plaques could be refound by reviewing 84 seg-
ments, corresponding to only 4.4% of all segments. With the
same number of reviewed segments, the weighted random
approach revealed only 16% of the removed plaques. As no
clear optimum could be determined, a parameter pair for fre-
quent itemset mining was empirically chosen that showed a
good trade-off between the number of detected plaques and
the number of segments that had to be reviewed for their
detection. In general, it would be preferable to select associ-
ation rules with higher support values as a high support value
denotes that the association rule was applicable for a large
number of observations. Thus, such rules could be regarded
as universally valid.

Although being developed and evaluated to support the
detection of coronary plaques, guided review by frequent
itemset mining can also be applied to other arterial beds, for
example the carotids. For this, only the definition of the item-
set has to be adopted. In this study, the basis of the itemset was
the 16-segment coronary tree of the American Heart Associ-
ation [28]. In general, there is no restriction on the selection
for the items. However, it would be desirable to choose the
items for a specific arterial bed according to some recognized
model. In doing so, labelings from various centers might be
used to learn statistical patterns from a larger set of patients.

In future studies, guided review by frequent itemset min-
ing will be introduced into the clinical praxis to prove its
potential to decrease the intra- and inter-observer variability
and, therefore, improve the plaque detection process itself
by making it more robust. For this study, the time-consum-
ing labeling was done by one single reader such that an
observer variability cannot be excluded. However, as we ran-
domly removed plaques from the assumed complete labeling,
observer variability had no impact on our simulations.

The results were achieved by using only correlations
between the various plaque positions. Dependencies between
the spatial plaque distribution pattern and the risk factors

as well as CAD were not considered. However, the guided
review system can be easily extended such that in future stud-
ies possible correlations between risk factors and the spa-
tial plaque distribution can be included. Further, it would
be desirable to include more patients in the training data to
obtain more generalized rules.

Conclusion

This study evaluated the distribution patterns of plaques in
coronary arteries. Spatial correlations were determined with
frequent itemset mining expressed by association rules.
A guided review process was proposed that uses these rules
to identify segments in the coronary artery tree having a high
probability for containing plaques that were initially missed.
The verification has confirmed that guided review by fre-
quent itemset mining performed significantly better than a
weighted random approach which makes it a promising tool
supporting plaque detection.
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